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Healey Nab Circular 
A 6 mile circular walk starting from the Botany Bay car park and ascending 
Healy Nab, a 190m hill outside Chorley with good views. Passing almost 
entirely through fields and country paths and the side of Anglezarke 
reservoir. Some of the route is significantly affected by weather so is easier 
in drier weather. 
This description assumes parking nearer the motorway roundabout end of 
the car park. Please note that the gate closes at 5pm 

 
 

It is important to always be appropriately dressed for the conditions and carry, and know how to use, a 
suitable map for the walk. 

 
This description can be used/printed/shared for personal use, or to lead a walk but not for commercial use 

without the author’s written consent.  2-June-2016 
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1: SD590193  Join the canal side and 
walk south past the Boundary Mill. 
After about 500m you reach a bridge 
(78A) and should exit onto Blackburn 
Brow and turn left over the bridge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2: SD594190 Cross the road and just on 

the other side of the bridge you turn 

right into Knowley Brow and almost 

immediately turn further right onto 

Bagganley Lane, a country track 

heading South East. Follow this straight 

lane until a sort of T junction after 

570m. 
 

3: SD598185 Turn right and after a 
short distance (90m) leave this track 
and bear left onto a track that follows 
the stream. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4: SD599185 This leads promptly to a 

kissing gate and the start of an obvious 

track which begins the ascent of Healey 

Nab passing through another kissing 

gate and further up, you approach 

another gate 
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5: SD605183 However, Do Not pass 
through this gate but stay on this side 
of the fence and follow it uphill passing 
through another gate and uphill until 
you find an information board of Healey 
Nab beside some steps. Climb the steps 
and follow paths upward to reach the 
summit cairn of Healey Nab 

 
 

6: SD607180 Enjoy the wide ranging 

views towards Chorley or East to Great 

Hill. Then continue in the same 

direction (East) on a good path with a 

wood on your left and wall on the right. 

Pass through a gate and continue 

downhill to meet a crossing path. 

 
 

7: SD611179 At the crossing path turn 

right and follow it for 550m watching 

out for some trees on the left at the 

entrance to a gate with a kissing gate at 

it’s left side. 

 
 
 
 
 

8: SD610173 Pass through the kissing 

gate to cross a few metres over a field 

to go through another gate.  Take care 

here as there are fairly steep and 

possibly slippery steps immediately 

after the gate. Continue downward to 

meet the reservoir. 
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9: SD613177 Continue (nearly north) 

until you reach Moor Road at the end of 

the reservoir. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10: SD614180 At Moor road, turn right 

and follow the road for about 220 m as 

it bears right and then shortly before 

the road bears left, notice a clear 

kissing gate and good path on the left. 

 
 
 

 
11: SD616179 Follow this path for 

1.2Km (3/4 mile) passing through a 

number of gates. The path lies between 

a wood on the right and a wall on the 

left. Ignore a path over a bridge about 

halfway along. In due course you meet 

a pair of gates on the left leading into 

White Coppice cricket ground. 
 

12: SD620190 Take a moment to read 

the information board. The cricket 

ground has a number of seats both 

outside and under shelter at the front 

of the cricket club house. This is a good 

place for a refreshment stop.. 
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13: Move on through the cricket ground 

following the rough road bearing left 

from the ground. After a time the rough 

road becomes a proper road. Continue 

along until a Y junction where you keep 

right and after a few metres there is a 

layby on the left with a footbridge at its 

end. (450m from the cricket ground). 
 

14: SD614191 Cross the footbridge and 

follow the path as it passes the end of a 

small reservoir (on your right). Do Not 

follow around the reservoir but bear 

left uphill for about 630m from the 

footbridge to meet a stile on higher 

House Lane. 

 
 

15: SD608189 Turn right along the road 

until it bears hard right after 160m. A 

stile is positioned in the corner of the 

turning. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

16: SD607190 Pass through the stile 
and follow the obvious path generally 
curving left and initially with trees on 
your left, and later housing on the right. 
You pass through a number of kissing 
gates and ignore paths coming from the 
right and left. The path eventually 
crosses a footbridge and shortly meets 
the end of Bagganley Lane.  
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17: SD598185 Turn right onto 
Bagganley Lane to follow your initial 
outward route back to the main road 
Blackburn Brow, turning left to pass 
over the bridge, cross the road and go 
down onto the canal towpath. Pass 
along the canal towpath to return to 
the car park. 
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